Terms and Conditions:
The data available on this website including all Geographic Information System (GIS) data, maps, tables, numbers, graphics, and text (hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Information"), is provided on an "As Is", "As Available" and "With All Faults" basis. Neither the Town of Amherst nor any of its officials and employees (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Town of Amherst") makes any warranty of any kind for this information, express or implied, including but not limited to any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, nor shall the distribution of this information constitute any warranty.

The information on this website is maintained and collected from various sources and will change over time without notice. The Town of Amherst assumes no responsibility or legal liability for the accuracy, completeness, reliability, timeliness, or usefulness of any information available on this website nor do they represent that the use of any information will not infringe privately owned rights.

Information on this site is not intended to constitute advice nor is it to be used as a substitute for specific advice from a licensed professional. You should not act (or refrain from acting) based upon information in this site without independently verifying the original source information and, as necessary, obtaining professional advice regarding your particular facts and circumstances.

References to any specific commercial product, computer software, process, service by trade name, trademark, web site, or manufacturer does not constitute or imply endorsement or recommendation by the Town of Amherst.

The information on this website also contains links to web sites of other organizations to provide visitors with additional information. If you click on these links, you will be leaving the Town of Amherst Map Machine web site. Our reference to these sites does not imply approval of the destination sites, warrant the accuracy of any information in those destination sites, or endorse any of the opinions expressed on these sites. If you have a question or comment about any of these linked sites, please contact them directly.

Copyright:
The Town of Amherst reasonably believes that this information available for your inspection on this website is not an infringement or other violation of any intellectual property rights. To the extent copyright in said information is held by the Town of Amherst, NY you are hereby permitted by the Town of Amherst to copy, distribute, and otherwise use the information with the following exception: No one is permitted to sell, trade, or make a profit from this information except in accordance with a written agreement with the Town of Amherst.

Provided, however, the information made available on this website contains material for which others may assert a copyright or other property interest. The Town of Amherst makes no warranty or guarantee as to the ownership of any intellectual property or other property interest contained in the information. Furthermore, the Town of Amherst expressly disclaims any responsibility to defend or indemnify you against claims which others may assert based on your copying, distribution, or other use of any of the information.

(Continued next page)
Privacy Policy:
The Map Machine does use "cookies". These cookies are placed onto your computer and are used for the following reasons only.

1.) A cookie is placed on your computer after you accept the Map Machine Disclaimer. This cookie will allow the disclaimer page to be bypassed for the next 7 days the user visits our site.

Note: You will still be prompted with the Zoning notice once per active visit when the layer is turned on.

The following computer information may be collected when you submit an email to us using the GIS contact form.

1.) Browser type, version

2.) Operating system

This information is used to troubleshoot problems that a user may be having with the Map Machine.

Contact:

Brian Barnes, GISP
Senior GIS Analyst
Town of Amherst, NY
Engineering Department
1100 North Forest Road
Williamsville, NY 14221
Tel: (716) 631.7154
Fax: (716) 631.7222
bbarnes@amherst.ny.us
http://www.amherst.ny.us/gis